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ANNEXES

6.1 HOTEL PASTEUR HUB

HTTP://WWW.HOTELPASTEUR.FR/

The Pasteur building is a remarkable building located in the center of Rennes. It was built from 1888
by the municipal architect Jean-Baptiste Martenot and Emmanuel Le Ray and is fully invested in 1897
by the Faculty of Science who occupied it until 1967 to move to the Beaulieu campus.
In 2012 opens "the fairground University", a vast
consultation on the "non-program" of Pasteur which
translates into an ephemeral occupation of the place
and feeds on the needs of the inhabitants. For nearly
two years, Pasteur is "put to the test by use", that is to
say, open to all those whose project is not necessarily
"sated within conventional public institutions". By
opening the building to all experiments that would not
find their place elsewhere, the city hopes to invent a
project that she would not necessarily have thought.
Until its start-up at the end of 2017, the Pasteur Hotel became a "project hotel" and welcomed, free
of charge, between "an hour and three months", dozens of individuals, associations, schools or
institutions wishing to leave their walls. Universes so far apart that they would probably never have
met without this project. "The goal is to make visible invisible projects in the city". (Le Télégramme).

Following the building rehabilitation, the Hotel Pasteur will become a “shared schools” place including
a child school, a numeric lab and a vast experiment site where actors coming from different structures
and horizons are temporarily welcomed to develop activities. This practice of the Hotel in projects
allows both to define the project architectural and technical from uses and test the principles of a
future management which will have to involve Hosts of the place and different partners from the
Pasteur Hotel.
This open approach to the place and project resulted in the creation of
an "Assembly of Partners” which brings together, alongside the City and
of Public Territories, those, natural persons or representative of legal
persons, who hear contribute to the construction of the project and to
the life of the place.
The project hotel life is also a research action carried out by researches
from the various Rennes institutions. RSEI activities will take place
within the Hotel Pasteur which will allow interactions with various
actors from other domains and action-research development in axis 4
“Invent new participative strategies”.
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